Summary Debunk of Climate Alarmism

Energy Department Touts Solar Power That Generates 0.14% of Electricity
'The U.S. Dept of Energy this week touted the growth of solar power,
complete with an impressive chart that boasts, “Solar Generation Has a Bright
Future.” Yet a closer look at solar's overall role reveals that it represented just
0.14% of total electric power generated and consumed in June'

Meteorologist Art Horn: 'Warming in the Arctic today is very similar to the warming
there in the 1920s and 30s'
'Warming of the North Atlantic waters that started in the mid 1990s coincides
exactly with the decrease in the amount of ice in the Arctic Ocean. It is no
mystery and is not caused by increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide'
Paging the Media: Antarctic Sea Ice Area Sets New Record High -- 'Greatest
ever for the date, and the 13 highest daily value ever measured'

Meteorologist Joe Bastardi on polar ice: 'Over the past 30 years there has been a rise
in the southern ice cap! One would never know it given all the hysteria about the
northern ice cap'
 'Because the s. hemisphere ice cap is surrounded by ocean, the implication of
an expanding s. hemisphere ice cap, even though it appears smaller than the
n. shrinkage, is that there is no net change in the overall heat capacity of the
entire ocean/air system. This would imply the northern shrinkage is simply a
cyclical event'

 Smithsonian Goes Full Stupid On Global Warming - wrongly claims '2012 is
shaping up to be among the warmest on record worldwide'
 Reality Check: '2012 is shaping up to be one of the coolest years of the last
fifteen'

Prof. Roger Pielke Jr.: 'If I ever thought that the UN IPCC was capable of reform, I no
longer do, it is an embarrassment to science' + 'The UN IPCC Sinks to a New Low' -Refuses to correct errors -- IPCC's 'response is laughable, & indicates that IPCC is
more interested in playing games than in scientific accuracy'
The ongoing BBC-warmists-Greenpeace propaganda on the Arctic is not evidence of
man-made CO2 Climate Change ('Global warming') but, as explained on the video
Climate Change in the Arctic, their key "Anything but temperature" misleading story
put out to COVER-UP the total, comprehensive and absolute failure of the CO2
warmist’s 'theory'.
Recall these are the people who warned the world in 2000 that world temperatures
would rise substantially and dangerously in the following decade or so, to expect the
end of snow in Britain and much of the USA, more dangerous hurricanes in USA and
Britain's summers would be drought-ridden. In fact the opposite has taken place for
ALL their scaremongering predictions. The world is cooling, we've had
snowmagedons in Britain and USA, less USA hurricanes and a series of floody
summers in Britain. THIS IS TOTAL FAILURE of the CO2-Global-Warming - Climate
Change story which no amount of delusional and insane announcements like,
warming causes cold or floods with drought in England this summer can hide.

What we are seeing is the last desperate throes of a delusional quasi-religious sect
whose end-of-the world kingdom didn't come and whose supporters are deserting
(eg James Lovelock). Unfortunately this is also the new religion of governments
across the world who need backing to create a new bubble of (Carbon trading and
energy and food price hikes) false value and fiscal stimulants.
From http://hockeyschtick.blogspot.co.uk/
It is illuminating to watch the CH 4 UK documentary Green House Conspiracy from
1990. We see that the hoax of CO2 global warming was effectively deconstructed
twenty years ago, by media which then turned into one-sided propaganda machines
for CO2 alarm leading up to its peak at the beginning of the Copenhagen Climate
Conference in 2009.
Evidently, the effect of the media documentary came out full force with a 20 year
delay.
The Greenhouse Conspiracy is a documentary film broadcast by Channel 4 in the
United Kingdom on 12 August 1990, as part of the Equinox series, which criticized
the theory of global warming and asserted that scientists critical of global warming
theory were denied funding.
The Greenhouse Conspiracy debunks the four pillars of the man made global
warming theory—
Pillar 1 - firstly, that the Earth's climate record shows temperature has increased and
sea levels have risen. –
Pillar 2 - that carbon dioxide has been the primary cause of these changes. –
Pillar 3 - which is not based on evidence from the past or the present but on
predictions of climate models that the doubling of carbon dioxide will result in
increases in global temperature of between two and five degrees. –
Pillar 4 - there is the underlying physics which it is widely assumed proves that
carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas and that further increases will result in increases
in global temperature.
Watch the full documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9j54rWnmeo
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